The impact of formulation and process changes on in vitro dissolution and the bioequivalence of piroxicam capsules.
The purpose of this research was to determine the effect of major compositional changes on the bioavailability of piroxicam from immediate-release formulations filled in hard gelatin capsules. The capsules were manufactured according to a 2(5-1) + star point (resolution V) experimental design to investigate the effects of sodium lauryl sulfate level, magnesium stearate level, lactose/microcrystalline cellulose ratio, piroxicam particle size, and lubricant blending time. Sodium lauryl sulfate level, lactose level, and piroxicam particle size were the most important main effects affecting dissolution. Lubricant level and lubricant blending time were either not significant (5% level) or were among the lowest ranking of factors affecting dissolution in standardized pareto analysis. Three of these formulations exhibiting slow, medium, and fast dissolution were compared to a single lot of the Innovator (commercial) product in a small bioavailability study. The slow formulation did not meet the USP dissolution specification for piroxicam capsules. Compositionally, the experimental formulations represented major changes in piroxicam particle size, level of filler, and level of sodium lauryl sulfate. Sixteen healthy volunteers received each formulation (20 mg) in a four-way crossover design. The three Maryland manufactured formulations were bioequivalent with the commercial product and were also bioequivalent among themselves. The major changes incorporated into these formulations did not result in major differences in bioavailability. The dissolution profiles which discriminated between the formulations in vitro did not accurately represent the in vivo bioavailability results. The results of this study are part of the research database that supports SUPAC-IR, an FDA guidance that provides relaxed testing and filing requirements for scale-up and post-approval changes to immediate-release oral solid dosage forms.